
HOW TO WRITE A BANKRUPTCY LETTER TO CREDITORS

Writing a letter to creditors advising of bankruptcy does come with a few considerations. One of the considerations will
be whether or not to.

Here are some of the actions a creditor might take after your bankruptcy case is filed or after your discharge:
Suggesting or pressuring you to enter into a new debt to replace the old one Incorporating the old debt into a
new loan e. By not proceeding with escalated collection activity or legal action, you are able to focus on
improving or resolving your circumstances. Debtors who do wish to notify creditors prior to the bankruptcy
should set out a basic letter template with the same content in each letter. Continue Reading. Remedies for
Bothersome Creditors If a creditor is asking you for money after your bankruptcy case has been discharged,
contact your consumer bankruptcy attorney immediately. Contents of the Bankruptcy Letter to Creditors The
bankruptcy letter to creditors is simply a matter of informing them of the impending bankruptcy process.
Legislation Varies by Province When Communicating in Writing The reason for sending your creditors a
letter is to advise them about your situation and in some provinces, asking collectors to only communicate
with you in writing as well. After 6 years of no activity a debt is usually no longer reported by the credit
reporting agencies. Creditors can and probably will still demand payments from a debtor or company up until
the point they are made bankrupt. The letter has to establish that you need that help if you are going to
succeed. Wells Fargo Bank, N. Article Table of Contents Skip to section Expand. It also mentions that the
borrower would be ready to resume payments if given a modification. This, too, could restart the statute of
limitation. You made the hard decision to file a bankruptcy case. Specific Steps for Writing a Hardship Letter:
Every hardship letter should be personalized, original and direct. If you later default, the creditor will have at
its disposal the full range of collection actions just as if the debt were never a part of the bankruptcy case.
Because of this loss of income, I have fallen behind on my mortgage payments and sunk into credit card debt
to stay afloat. The second paragraph will focus on what you have done or are currently doing to resolve your
hardship and keep up with your obligations. All of my debts, including the debt to you, were discharged in the
bankruptcy proceeding. What is the Goal of the Hardship Letter? The letter informs the collector that you no
longer wish to be contacted. You can make an offer over the phone, but a signed letter from the creditor or
collector is solid proof that an agreement was made. Keep it original The purpose of a hardship letter is to
convey a sense of sincerity, honesty, and commitment to your lender. Tips for Writing a Hardship Letter 1.
This letter may help to stop some creditors from contacting with demands of payment. Now that my divorce is
final, my income and expenses have stabilized. The creditor may keep billing you even though the bankruptcy
code makes this illegal. Once the debt collector receives your written validation request , they have to cease
collection efforts until they've provided you with proof of the debt. It is of course entirely up to the debtor
whether or not to inform the creditor prior to actually becoming bankrupt. You counted on the promise of
freedom from creditor harassment to make your new life a reality. Always use the term "alleged debt" when
speaking with collectors or creditors. Be clear and honest when describing the steps you have taken so far.
One of the considerations will be whether or not to actually inform creditors of the bankruptcy before it
happens.


